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Abstract: The pulp-dentin complex regenerates the damaged coronal dentin, resorbed root, cervical or apical dentin.
Regenerative procedures are to be done with the use of tissue engineering materials, stem cells and suitable biochemical
factors that will enhance or replace biological functions. Largely the objective of tissue engineering is the functional
restoration of tissue structures. Clinical applications depends on the use of a potential material which would be antiinflammatory, antibacterial and can simultaneously enhance the proliferation and induce the differentiation of the present
Dental Pulp Stem Cells (DPSC) into odontoblast-like cells leading to dentin formation. Formation of a reparative dentin
layer would provide an optimal barrier to avoid any bacteria infiltration to the pulp tissue, which is not provided by any
artificial restorative materials. So application of a scaffold on an open pulp enabling odontoblast-like cells to grow into
the scaffold and to convert it into dentin would be an ideal goal. Regenerative endodontics comprises research in adult
stem cells, growth factors, organ-tissue culture, and tissue engineering materials.
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INTRODUCTION
ADULT STEM CELLS
Regeneration solves medical problems by using living cells as engineering materials. Potential applications
include artificial skin comprised of living fibroblasts [1], cartilage repaired with living chondrocytes [2], or other types of
cells used in other ways.
The most valuable cells for regenerative medicine are stem cells, with a translational emphasis on the use of
postnatal or adult stem cells.
Stem cells hold great promise in regenerative medicine, but there are still many unanswered questions that will
have to be addressed before these cells can be routinely used in patients, especially in regard to the safety of the
procedure. The potential for pulp-tissue regeneration from implanted stem cells has yet to be tested in animals and
clinical trials.
Extensive clinical trials to evaluate efficacy and safety lie ahead before it is likely the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) will approve regenerative endodontic procedures using stem cells.
All tissues originate from stem cells [3]. A stem cell is commonly defined as a cell that has the ability to
continuously divide and produce progeny cells that differentiate (develop) into various other types of cells or tissues [4].
Stem cells are commonly defined as either embryonic/fetal or adult/postnatal. We prefer the term embryonic, rather than
fetal, because the majority of these cells are embryonic.
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The dental pulp contains a population of stem cells, called pulp stem cells or, in the case of immature teeth, stem
cells from human exfoliated deciduous teeth (SHED) Sometimes pulp stem cells are called odontoblastoid cells, because
these cells appear to synthesize and secrete dentin matrix like the odontoblast cells they replace [5]. After severe pulp
damage or mechanical or caries exposure, the odontoblasts are often irreversibly injured beneath the wound site [6].
Odontoblasts are postmitotic terminally differentiated cells, and cannot proliferate to replace subjacent irreversibly
injured odontoblasts. The source of the odontoblastoid cells that replace the odontoblasts and secrete reparative dentin
bridges has proven to be controversial.
Initially, the replacement of irreversibly injured odontoblasts by predetermined odontoblastoid cells that do not
replicate their DNA after induction was suggested. It was proposed that the cells within the subodontoblast cell–rich
layer or zone of Hohl adjacent to the odontoblasts [7] differentiate into odontoblastoids. However, the purpose of these
cells appears to be limited to an odontoblast-supporting role, as the survival of these cells was linked to the survival of
the odontoblasts and no proliferative or regenerative activity was observed.
The use of tritiated thymidine to study cellular division in the pulp by autoradiography after damage [8] revealed
a peak in fibroblast activity close to the exposure site about 4 days after successful pulp capping of monkey teeth. An
additional autoradiographic study of dentin bridge formation in monkey teeth, after calcium hydroxide direct pulp
capping for up to 12 days [9], has revealed differences in the cellular labeling depending on the location of the wound
site. Labeling of specific cells among the fibroblasts and perivascular cells shifted from low to high over time if the
exposure was limited to the odontoblastic layer and the cell-free zone, whereas labeling changed from high to low if the
exposure was deep into the pulpal tissue. More cells were labeled close to the reparative dentin bridge than in the pulp
core.
The autoradiographic findings did not show any labeling in the existing odontoblast layer, or in a specific pulp
location. This provided support for the theory that the progenitor stem cells for the odontoblastoid cells are resident
undifferentiated mesenchymal cells [10].
The origins of these cells may be related to the primary odontoblasts, because during tooth development, only
the neural crest– derived cell population of the dental papilla is able to specifically respond to the basement membrane–
mediated inductive signal for odontoblast differentiation [11].
The ability of both young and old teeth to respond to injury by induction of reparative dentinogenesis suggests
that a small population of competent progenitor pulp stem cells may exist within the dental pulp throughout life.
However, the debate on the nature of the precursor pulp stem cells giving rise to the odontoblastoid cells, as well as
questions concerning the heterogeneity of the dental pulp population in adult teeth, remain to be resolved [12].
Information on the mechanisms by which these cells are able to detect and respond to tooth injury is scarce, but this
information will be valuable for use in developing tissue engineering and regenerative endodontic therapies.
One of the most significant obstacles to overcome in creating replacement pulp tissue for use in regenerative
endodontics is to obtain progenitor pulp cells that will continually divide and produce cells or pulp tissues that can be
implanted into root canal systems.
Possibilities are the development of an autogenous human pulp stem cell line that is disease- and pathogen-free,
and/or the development of a tissue biopsy transplantation technique using cells from the oral mucosa, as examples.
The use of a human pulp stem cell line has the advantage that patients do not need to provide their own cells
through a biopsy, and that pulp tissue constructs can be premade for quick implantation when they are needed. If a
patient provides their own tissue to be used to create a pulp tissue construct, it is possible that the patient will have to
wait some time until the cells have been purified and/or expanded in number. This latter point is based on the finding that
many adult tissues contain only 1 to 4% stem cells [13], so purification is needed, and expansion of cell numbers would
permit collection of smaller tissue biopsies. Alternatively, larger sources of autologous tissue might be required. The
sourcing of stem cells to be used in endodontic, dental, and medical therapies is a significant limiting factor in the
development of new therapies and should be a major research priority.
STEM CELL IDENTIFICATION
Stem cells can be identified and isolated from mixed cell populations by four commonly used techniques:
a) Staining the cells with specific antibody markers and using a flow cytometer, in a process called fluorescent
antibody cell sorting (FACS);
b) Immunomagnetic bead selection;
c) Immunohistochemical staining; and
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d) Physiological and Histological criteria, including phenotype (appearance), chemotaxis, proliferation,
differentiation, and mineralizing activity.
FACS together with the protein marker CD34 is widely used to separate human stem cells expressing CD34
from peripheral blood, umblical cord blood, and cell cultures [14].
Different types of stem cells often express different proteins on their membranes and are therefore not identified
by the same stem cell protein marker. The most studied dental stem cells are those of the dental pulp. Human pulp stem
cells express von
Willebrand factor CD146, alpha-smooth muscle actin, and 3G5 proteins [15]. Human pulp stem cells also have a
fibroblast phenoptype, with specific proliferation, differentiation, and mineralizing activity patterns.

GROWTH FACTORS
Growth factors are proteins that bind to receptors on the cell and induce cellular proliferation and/or
differentiation
Many growth factors are quite versatile, stimulating cellular division in numerous cell types, while others are
more cell specific. The names of individual growth factors often have little to do with their most important functions and
exist because of the historical circumstances under which they arose.
For example, fibroblast growth factor (FGF) was found in a cow brain extract by Gospadarowicz and colleagues
[16] and tested in a bioassay which caused fibroblasts to proliferate.
Currently, a variety of growth factors have been identified, with specific functions that can be used as part of
stem cell and tissue engineering therapies [17].
Many growth factors can be used to control stem cell activity, such as by increasing the rate of proliferation,
inducing differentiation of the cells into another tissue type, or stimulating stem cells to synthesize and secrete
mineralized matrix.
A summary of the source, activity and usefulness of common growth factors is shown in the Table-1:
Table-1: The source, activity and usefulness of common growth factors
Abbreviation
BMP

Factor
Bone morphogenetic
proteins

Primary source
Bone matrix

CSF

Colony stimulating
factor

A wide range of cells

EGF

Epidermal growth
factor

Submaxillary glands

FGF

Fibroblast growth
factor
Insulin-like growth
factor-I or II
Interleukins IL-1 to
IL-13

A wide range of cells

PDGF

Platelet-derived
growth factor

TGF-_

Transforming
Growth factoralpha
Transforming
growth factor-beta

Platelets, endothelial
cells,
placenta
Macrophages, brain cells,
and keratinocytes
Dentin matrix, activated
TH1 cells (T-helper) and
natural killer (NK) cells

IGF
IL

TGF-_

NGF

Nerve growth factor

I - liver II–variety of cells
Leukocytes

A protein secreted by a
neuron’s target tissue

Activity
BMP induces differentiation of
osteoblasts and
mineralization of bone
CSFs are cytokines that stimulate
the proliferation of specific
pluripotent bone stem cells
EGF promotes proliferation of
mesenchymal, glial and epithelial
cells
FGF promotes proliferation of
many cells
IGF promotes proliferation of
many cell types
IL are cytokines which
stimulate the humoral and cellular
immune responses
PDGF promotes proliferation
of connective tissue, glial and
smooth muscle cells
TGF-_ may be important for
normal wound healing
TGF-_ is anti-inflammatory,
promotes wound healing, inhibits
macrophage and lymphocyte
proliferation
NGF is critical for the survival
and maintenance of sympathetic
and sensory neurons.

Usefulness
BMP is used to make stem
cells synthesize and secrete
mineral matrix
CSF can be used to increase
stem cell numbers
EGF can be used to
increase stem cell
numbers
FGF can be used to increase
stem cell numbers
IGF can be used to increase
stem cell numbers
Promotes inflammatory cell
activity
PDGF can be used to
increase stem cell
numbers
Induces epithelial and
tissue structure development
TGF-_1 is present in dentin
matrix and has been used to
promote mineralization of pulp
tissue
Promotes neuron
outgrowth and neural cell
survival

Root Canal Revascularization via Blood Clotting
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Several case reports have documented revascularization of necrotic root canal systems by disinfection followed
by establishing bleeding into the canal system via overinstrumentation [18].
An important aspect of these cases is the use of intracanal irrigants (NaOCl and chlorhexdine) with placement of
antibiotics (e.g. a mixture of ciprofloxacin, metronidazole, and minocycline paste) for several weeks.
This particular combination of antibiotics effectively disinfects root canal systems [19] and increases
revascularization of avulsed and necrotic teeth, suggesting that this is a critical step in revascularization.
The selection of various irrigants and medicaments is worthy of additional research, because these materials
may confer several important effects for regeneration in addition to their antimicrobial properties.
For example, tetracycline enhances the growth of host cells on dentin, not by an antimicrobial action, but via
exposure of embedded collagen fibers or growth factors [20]. However, it is not yet know if minocycline shares this
effect and whether these additional properties might contribute to successful revascularization.
Although these case reports are largely from teeth with incomplete apical closures, it has been noted that
reimplantation of avulsed teeth with an apical opening of approximately 1.1 mm demonstrate a greater likelihood of
revascularization [21].
This finding suggests that revascularization of necrotic pulps with fully formed (closed) apices might require
instrumentation of the tooth apex to approximately 1 to 2mmin apical diameter to allow systemic bleeding into root canal
systems.
Clearly, the development of regenerative endodontic procedures may require reexamination of many of the
closely held precepts of traditional endodontic procedures. The revascularization method assumes that the root canal
space has been disinfected and that the formation of a blood clot yields a matrix (e.g., fibrin) that traps cells capable of
initiating new tissue formation.
It is not clear that the regenerated tissue’s phenotype resembles dental pulp; however, case reports published to
date do demonstrate continued root formation and the restoration of a positive response to thermal pulp testing [18].
Another important point is that younger adult patients generally have a greater capacity for healing [22].
Advantages
There are several advantages to a revascularization approach.
 First, this approach is technically simple and can be completed using currently available instruments and
medicaments without expensive biotechnology.
 Second, the regeneration of tissue in root canal systems by a patient’s own blood cells avoids the possibility of
immune rejection and pathogen transmission from replacing the pulp with a tissue engineered construct.
Several concerns need to be addressed in prospective research are the followings
First, the case reports of a blood clot having the capacity to regenerate pulp tissue are exciting, but caution is
required, because the source of the regenerated tissue has not been identified.
Animal studies and more clinical studies are required to investigate the potential of this technique before it can
be recommended for general use in patients. Generally, tissue engineering does not rely on blood clot formation, because
the concentration and composition of cells trapped in the fibrin clot is unpredictable. This is a critical limitation to a
blood clot revascularization approach, because tissue engineering is founded on the delivery of effective concentrations
and compositions of cells to restore function. It is very possible that variations in cell concentration and composition,
particularly in older patients (where circulating stem cell concentrations may be lower) may lead to variations in
treatment outcome.
On the other hand, some aspects of this approach may be useful; plasma-derived fibrin clots are being used for
development as scaffolds in several studies [23].
Second, enlargement of the apical foramen is necessary to promote vascularizaton and to maintain initial cell
viability via nutrient diffusion.
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Related to this point, cells must have an available supply of oxygen; therefore, it is likely that cells in the
coronal portion of the root canal system either would not survive or would survive under hypoxic conditions before
angiogenesis.
Interestingly, endothelial cells release soluble factors under hypoxic conditions that promote cell survival and
angiogenesis, whereas other cell types demonstrate similar responses to low oxygen availability [24].
Pulp Implantation
The majority of in vitro cell cultures grow as a single monolayer attached to the base of culture flasks. However,
some stem cells do not survive unless they are grown on top of a layer of feeder cells [25].
In all of these cases, the stem cells are grown in two dimensions. In theory, to take two-dimensional cell cultures
and make them three-dimensional, the pulp cells can be grown on biodegradable membrane filters.
Many filters will be required to be rolled together to form a threedimensional pulp tissue, which can be
implanted into disinfected root canal systems.
Advantages
The advantages of this delivery system are that the cells are relatively easy to grow on filters in the laboratory.
The growth of cells on filters has been accomplished for several decades, as this is how the cytotoxicity of many
test materials is evaluated [26].
 Moreover, aggregated sheets of cells are more stable than dissociated cells administered by injection into empty
root canal systems.
The potential problems associated with the implantation of sheets of cultured pulp tissue is that specialized
procedures may be required to ensure that the cells properly adhere to root canal walls.
Sheets of cells lack vascularity, so only the apical portion of the canal systems would receive these cellular
constructs, with coronal canal systems filled with scaffolds capable of supporting cellular proliferation [27].
Because the filters are very thin layers of cells, they are extremely fragile, and this could make them difficult to
place in root canal systems without breakage.
In pulp implantation, replacement pulp tissue is transplanted into cleaned and shaped root canal systems.
The source of pulp tissue may be a purified pulp stem cell line that is disease or pathogen-free, or is created
from cells taken from a biopsy, that has been grown in the laboratory. The cultured pulp tissue is grown in sheets in vitro
on biodegradable polymer nanofibers or on sheets of extracellular matrix proteins such as collagen I or fibronectin. So
far, growing dental pulp cells on collagens I and III has not proved to be successful [28], but other matrices, including
vitronectin and laminin, require investigation.
The advantage of having the cells aggregated together is that it localizes the postnatal stem cells in the root canal
system.
The disadvantage of this technique is that implantation of sheets of cells may be technically difficult.
The sheets are very thin and fragile, so research is needed to develop reliable implantation techniques.
The sheets of cells also lack vascularity, so they would be implanted into the apical portion of the root canal
system with a requirement for coronal delivery of a scaffold capable of supporting cellular proliferation.
Cells located more than 200 _m from the maximum oxygen diffusion distance from a capillary blood supply are
at risk of anoxia and necrosis [29].
The development of this endodontic tissue engineering therapy appears to present low health hazards to patients,
although concerns over immune responses and the possible failure to form functioning pulp tissue must be addressed
through careful in vivo research and controlled clinical trials.
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CONCLUSION
The clinical success rates of endodontic treatments can exceed 90% [30]. However, many teeth are not given the
opportunity to be saved by endodontic treatment and instead are extracted, with subsequent placement of an artificial
prosthesis, such as an implant.
However, for regenerative endodontic procedures to be widely available and predictable, endodontists will have
to depend on tissue engineering therapies to regenerate pulp dentin tissue.
The proposed therapies involving stem cells, growth factors, and tissue engineering all require pulp revascularization, in itself an enormous challenge.
One of the most challenging aspects of developing a regenerative endodontic therapy is to understand how the
various component procedures can be optimized and integrated to produce the outcome of a regenerated pulp-dentin
complex.
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